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A General-Purpose Processor-per-Pixel Analog
SIMD Vision Chip
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Abstract—A smart-sensor VLSI circuit suitable for focal-plane
low-level image processing applications is presented. The architecture of the device is based on a fine-grain software-programmable
SIMD processor array. Processing elements, integrated within
each pixel of the imager, are implemented utilising a switched-current analog microprocessor concept. This allows the achievement
of real-time image processing speeds with high efficiency in terms
of silicon area and power dissipation. The prototype 21 21 vision
chip is fabricated in a 0.6 m CMOS technology and achieves
a cell size of 98 6 m
98 6 m. It executes over 1.1 giga
instructions per second (GIPS) while dissipating under 40 mW of
power. The architecture, circuit design and experimental results
are presented in this paper.
Index Terms—Analog processor array, CMOS imager, smart
sensor, vision chip.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

Fig. 1. A vision chip with a processor-per-pixel array.
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nonlinear filters, motion detection, etc.) using continuous-time
circuitry [2]–[4], nevertheless it is difficult to implement a
large number of different operations in the limited silicon
area available to accommodate the processing circuitry in a
processor-per-pixel array. The majority of computer vision
algorithms, however, require a number of different low-level
image processing operations to be executed on a single image.
Furthermore, from the system design perspective, it is beneficial to ensure complete programmability of the system, so
that various algorithms can be implemented using the same
hardware.
Both of the aforementioned goals can be achieved by departing from trying to build “artificial retinas” which operate
in a biologically inspired continuous-time way, and building
instead a system based on the single instruction multiple data
(SIMD) computer paradigm. In the SIMD computer, a single
controller issues instructions that are executed by an array of
processing elements (PEs). Each PE is an algorithmically programmable entity, operating in a discrete-time fashion. As compared with application-specific hardware implementations, the
execution time may be increased as a result of the software implementation, but the complexity of a processor is reduced, since
the same hardware resources can be reused for various purposes
during the execution of the algorithm. Furthermore, the software-based system is general purpose, capable of executing an
infinite number of algorithms (limited in practice by hardware
resources such as the amount of available memory, etc.).
Several implementations of SIMD vision chips have been
described in the literature, illustrating various approaches to

ANY computer vision applications can benefit from the
integration of image sensing and image processing functions onto a single solid-state circuit, to form a so-called “vision chip” [1]. A processor-per-pixel arrangement, as shown in
Fig. 1, is of particular interest. Low-level image processing tasks
(such as filtering, edge detection, feature extraction, etc.), while
being computationally intensive, are inherently pixel-parallel in
nature (identical, localized operations are performed on every
pixel). Pixel-parallel processing architectures can thus enable
real-time processing speeds, required in many applications, to
be achieved. At the same time, the processor-per-pixel integration ensures that data is processed adjacent to the pixel from
which it originated, so that no extra resources are wasted on
long-distance data transfers. This eliminates the I/O bottleneck
between the sensor and the processor and reduces the power dissipation, size, and cost of the system.
Systems employing vision chips are somewhat similar
to mammalian visual systems, where preliminary image
processing is performed directly on the retina, before the preprocessed information is passed on to the higher levels of the
visual cortex in the brain. Yet, while the information processing
in the retina is based on neural circuitry performing various
operations in continuous-time, it is difficult to replicate this
behavior in silicon. Although it is relatively easy to implement
simple operations (e.g., convolutions with 3 3 kernels, some
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Fig. 2.
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SCAMP chip architecture.

the problem of designing compact, efficient, software-programmable PEs. Some of the chips use single-bit processors
[5], [6], however, due to their limited capabilities (a few bits of
memory per processor) they can be hardly considered “general
purpose.” Vision chips with more complex digital processors
have also been developed [7], but these processors occupy a
relatively large amount of silicon area, have limited memory
and require many clock cycles to perform basic operations due
to their bit-serial architecture.
It has to be noted that a PE is an embodiment of a Universal
Turing Machine, and whereas this paradigm has been the foundation of digital computing, it can also be used to implement
analog, sampled-data systems. We have proposed a switchedcurrent “analog microprocessor” [8] and demonstrated that it
can outperform its digital equivalent, not only in terms of cell
area, but also performance and power dissipation. The concepts
of sampled-data analog SIMD processing have been recently
applied to the design of application-specific processor arrays
[9] and vision chips with linear processor arrays [10]. Vision
chips have also been reported, that combine the analog SIMD
approach with the cellular neural network (CNN) mode of operation [11].
In this paper we present our approach to the design of a massively parallel, general purpose SIMD vision chip [12]–[14],
which is characterized by small cell area, low power dissipation
and the ability to execute a variety of image processing algo-

rithms in real-time. In Section II, the architecture of the chip is
outlined. In Section III, the circuit implementation is described,
together with some measurement results. In Section IV, experiments with implementing image processing algorithms are presented. In Section V, the performance of the chip is discussed
and compared with other approaches and finally some conclusions are presented in Section VI.
II. SCAMP ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of our vision chip, named SCAMP (SIMD
current-mode analog matrix processor), is shown in Fig. 2. The
processing core is a mesh-connected array of processors, which
are called analog processing elements (APEs). This name reflects the fact that the data is represented and manipulated inside
the APEs using analog samples, however, the architecture and
operation of the APE is similar to that of a digital microprocessor. Each APE comprises six general purpose “analog registers” ( , , , , , and ), some special purpose reg, ,
,
) and I/O blocks, all conisters (
nected to an internal analog data bus. The APE supports an instruction set comprising register-transfer operations, arithmetic
operations, I/O operations, neighbor communication and conditional instructions. In a way akin to an 8-bit digital microprocessor, which operates on 8-bit data values, this “analog microprocessor” operates on analog data samples.
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Fig. 3. Register array planes in the SCAMP architecture (single APE is
marked).

The APEs in the array execute identical instructions on their
local data in an SIMD fashion. As the processor array size corresponds to the image size, i.e., instructions are performed on
an entire array at once, it is convenient to represent the array architecture as shown in Fig. 3, consisting of several register array
planes (a single APE is thus formed from a vertical set of nodes
corresponding to a unique row and column address in each of
the planes). Each register array can hold a grey-level image
or another array variable. Transfer instructions (for example
) represent the transfer of an image from one array to
the other. Similarly, arithmetic operations (e.g.,
)
perform pixel-wise arithmetic operations on the data arrays. The
SCAMP chip supports inversion and summation of any number
of arguments in a single instruction, executed in a single clock
cycle. Multiplication (scaling) is performed via a special purpose multiplier register .
Communication between four nearest neighbors is facilitated
(North, East, West, South) regvia a special purpose
ister. The array also supports random-access input and output.
Additionally, entire rows, columns or indeed the entire array
can be addressed for readout, resulting in a global summation
operation. Image acquisition is supported via a special purpose
. The value held in this register array correregister array
sponds to the state of the photodetector array, which works in
an integration mode. Nondestructive readout ensures that multiple exposure times are possible, which can be used to extend
the dynamic range of the image sensor.
As in the majority of SIMD processor arrays, local autonomy
. This regis supported by the “activity-flag” register
ister can be set or reset depending on the result of a comparison
register is reset the PE does not reoperation. If the
spond to the broadcast instructions, and in this way conditional
operations can be performed.
III. VLSI IMPLEMENTATION
A prototype SCAMP chip was fabricated in a standard
three-metal single-poly 0.6- m CMOS technology. The 10
mm chip comprises a 21 21 array of APEs, random-access
I/O logic, on-chip digital to analog converter (DAC), as well
as instruction decoder and control signal drivers. An external

Fig. 4.

Chip microphotograph.

controller/sequencer is required to store and execute the programs that provide a sequence of instructions to the SCAMP
chip. These instructions are decoded and the control signals
are distributed to the APEs using separate drivers for each row
and column of the array, which makes it easier to scale-up
the design to a larger array size. The chip microphotograph
is shown in Fig. 4. Each APE contains 128 transistors and
m
m.
occupies a silicon area of
A. Analog Processing Element
A major design consideration when designing a processorper-pixel array is to minimize the silicon area occupied by a
single processor. Another important design goal is low power
dissipation. At the same time, acceptable levels of accuracy and
speed of operation have to be maintained. We have achieved
these goals using APEs, based upon our switched- current (SI)
“analog microprocessor” concept [8]. A simplified schematic
diagram of the APE is presented in Fig. 5. The APE is a discrete-time system in which data is represented as current samples flowing in and out of the analog bus (both positive and negative signals are possible).
General purpose registers are implemented as SI memory
cells. Registers and other functional blocks are connected to the
single wire analog bus by means of analog switches. Switches
are also used to control other functions of the circuit. Register
transfer and arithmetic operations are executed by closing
appropriate switches, so that current samples are accordingly
transferred from one register to another. For example, to execute
we close switches
,
the instruction denoted as
,
and
, and following the operation of the SI cells we
obtain
, i.e., at the end of the operation the
value stored in the register is the inverted sum of the values
and
(note that the notation used
stored in the registers
here for the assignment operation is somewhat different than
the conventional one, since it also implies the sign inversion).
It is worth noting that the arithmetic operations of addition
and subtraction are performed with no need for explicit ALU
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Fig. 5. Simplified schematic diagram of the analog processing element (APE).

circuitry (inversion is inherent in the SI memory cell and addition is performed directly on the analog bus using current summation). Multiplication by a digital constant is performed using
a special purpose multiplier register , which has binary scaled
current-mirror outputs. A more detailed account of the basic operation of the switched-current analog processing element can
be found in [8].
B. Register Cell
For clarity, basic SI cells are shown in Fig. 5, although in practice more complex cells are used in order to reduce processing
errors (originating from charge injection and output conductance effects) and to reduce power dissipation. A full schematic
diagram of a register cell is shown in Fig. 6. The “store” operation is performed in two phases ( and ), according to
the
scheme [15]. The transistor
is used to store the
initial value of the current during . The transistor
acts
as a current source during , and stores the error during .
Consequently the W-switches are implemented by transistors
and
(closed during ) and
(closed during
). The S-switch is implemented by transistor
, while transistor
is an additional switch, introduced to make sure that
no dc current flows through the register when this register does
not take part in the current instruction, thus reducing the power
dissipation of the system. The register also contains logic, implemented by transistors
,
, and
, which is used to
prevent the closing of the W-switches when the
signal
is not active. This conditionally disables the storage operation,
which is required to implement the local autonomy feature.
C. Accuracy
It has to be noted that unlike digital processors, where the
accuracy of operations is limited by the chosen word length,

Fig. 6. Detailed schematic diagram of the register cell.

analog processors have their accuracy limited by errors and
noise inherent in the analog circuitry. The cells were carefully
laid out to minimize parasitic capacitances and reduce the
errors to a level that would be acceptable for low-level image
processing algorithms. A measured systematic error associated
with the storage operation in the SI register of the APE, as
a function of the signal (i.e., stored data value), is plotted in
Fig. 7. While the signal-independent error can be cancelled
out algorithmically [8], the signal-dependent error will limit
the accuracy. The magnitude of the signal-dependent error of
a register transfer operation in the APE was measured to be
equal to approximately 40 nA, that is 0.5% of the maximum
. In addition to the systematic error, each
signal level of 8
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Measured error characteristic of the register cell.

transfer also contributes a random error (noise) of 8.5nA rms,
i.e., 0.11% of the maximum signal level.
Fig. 8. Images acquired by the SCAMP chip (a) without FPN reduction
(b) with FPN reduction.

D. Activity Flag
The flag register (see Fig. 5) is implemented as a D-latch.
It can be set globally by instruction
(which closes
) or conditionally by a comparison instruction
switch
, where
. During the comparison
is routed to
instruction the current from a selected register
the analog bus, which is kept in the high-impedance state and
and
connected to the input node of the flag register (
closed). This node is consequently charged toward
or
discharged toward ground, depending on the sign of the current
from the selected register (or a sum of currents if more registers
are selected at once). Consequently, the sign of the current
determines the comparison result and thus the logic level of the
signal, which is latched by closing
.
E. Pixel
The photodetector (
circuit in Fig. 5) works in an inteis
gration mode. The voltage on the gate capacitance of
reset by closing switch
(instruction
). Then
is opened and the capacitance is discharged through the photodiode at a rate proportional to the incident light intensity. A
regulated cascode output stage and a current mirror provide
in the ohmic region. As a result we obtain
biasing of
versus incident
close-to-linear characteristic of the current
light intensity. After a specific integration time the current
can be readout to the analog bus (by closing
) and sampled
in one of the registers.
To reduce the fixed pattern noise (FPN), a correlated double
sampling (CDS) technique can be implemented in software, by
subtracting the reset level from the integration result. Having
complete processors at each pixel it is relatively easily done
using a following simple subroutine at the beginning of each
video frame:
sample integration result into (also
inverts!);
reset photodetector;
calculate difference and store the
output image in .

The photodiode area is equal to 820 m , which yields a fill
factor of 8.4%, however the photodetector sensitivity is somewhat reduced by metal wires that pass over the photodiode area.
With 1000 lux illumination level full-contrast images are obtained at 25 frames/s. Images obtained by the chip with and
without the FPN reduction technique are shown in Fig. 8. The
measured fixed pattern noise of the imager, with FPN reduction,
is equal to 1% rms.
F. Neigbor Communication
A special purpose
register is used to facilitate
communication between the adjacent APEs in the array. The
register can connect to the analog buses of four nearest
neighbors, thus the current samples can be transferred from
one APE to another via this register. For example, to load the
register of each APE with the value of the register of its
south neighbor the following instructions are performed:
close switches
,
and ;
close switches
,
and .
The layout of the
register has been closely matched
to the layout of the other registers, to ensure good signal-independent error cancellation of the nearest neighbor communication operations.
G. I/O Operations
To support random access analog I/O, the analog bus of an
APE is connected to the array column bus via an access switch
controlled by a row-select signal. One column of the
array is selected using an analog column-select multiplexer. A
current from any register on the addressed APE can be thus
readout off-chip. Additionally, column parallel analog outputs
are available. Selecting multiple rows and/or columns is also
allowed. It results in the summation of output currents from selected APEs, which provides a very useful operation of rowwise, column-wise, and global summation. This feature is very
useful for monitoring the state of the entire array and also greatly
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An example image processing algorithm performing image acquisition, smoothing and thresholding.

simplifies the design of global algorithms, such as histogramming.
To input a value in parallel to all the APEs (for example in
order to generate an immediate argument for an instruction such
) a voltage
is distributed globally and converted
as
in each APE to a current
. The voltage
is obtained from
can be
a DAC, common to all the APEs, so that the current
set digitally with 7-bit resolution.
Digital output, random access digital input and analog input
are also possible via a combination of the random access feature, immediate argument generation and conditional instructions [14].
IV. IMAGE PROCESSING EXAMPLES
The software-programmable architecture of the SCAMP
chip allows the implementation of a variety of low-level image
processing tasks. The availability of pixel-parallel operations makes the development of programs relatively easy, as
low-level image processing algorithms are naturally expressed
in a pixel-parallel fashion. To illustrate the programming of the
SCAMP chip, consider the following simple example.
First, the image is acquired (using software-based correlated double sampling). Then, the image is obtained as a result
of filtering, by convolving the image with a smoothing kernel

Finally, the binary output image represents the image
segmented into two regions: pixels above the arbitrary threshold
are denoted by logic “1” and pixels below the threshold are
denoted by logic “0”
when
when
The listing in Fig. 9 illustrates an implementation of the above
algorithm in a machine-level language of the SCAMP array.
In a similar way many other early vision algorithms can
be implemented. In Fig. 10 the results of sharpening, edge
detection, and median filtering algorithms executed on the
SCAMP chip are presented. The programs implementing these
algorithms contain 15, 29, and 154 instructions, respectively.
The APEs work with clock frequencies up to 2.5 MHz, executing one instruction per clock cycle. The execution times, for
various algorithms we have implemented [14], are presented in
Table I.
As analog operations are performed with an error (and the cumulative effects of errors degrade the overall performance below
the equivalent 7-bits accuracy suggested by the single transfer
error measured for a register cell) it is interesting to compare the
experimental results with “ideal” results, obtained using numerical computations. For the images in Fig. 10 the rms differences
between “ideal” and experimental results (allowing for linear
brightness/contrast correction and ignoring border effects) are
equal to 2.5%, 2.3%, and 1.2%, respectively. Even though the
analog computations are performed with a limited accuracy, the
end result should be satisfactory for many computer vision applications.
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Fig. 11. Characteristic of the 5-bit analog to digital conversion executed on
the APE.

Fig. 10. Image processing examples: (a) sharpening, (b) Sobel edge detection,
(c) median filter. Top: acquired image, middle: results of focal-plane processing
on SCAMP chip, bottom: results of “ideal” (numerical) image processing.

TIME

OF

TABLE I
EXECUTION OF SEVERAL ALGORITHMS ON THE SCAMP
CHIP (NOT INCLUDING READ-OUT TIME)

Fig. 12. Parallel in-pixel data conversion: (a) input image (b) output image,
after A/D and D/A conversion chain inside the SCAMP array.

reconstructed using the D/A conversion, from digital data stored
inside the SCAMP array (obtained as a result of A/D conversion) is shown in Fig. 12. The D/A conversion algorithm is based
on accumulating binary weighted input currents, according to
the stored binary number. All operations are performed in a
pixel-parallel fashion.
V. PERFORMANCE AND COMPARISONS

It also has to be noted that some additional errors may be
caused by the decay of the analog values stored in the registers as a result of leakage currents, particularly since the chip
is exposed to light. At 125 lux illumination the value stored in
the register decreases by approximately 15 nA (i.e., 0.19% of
maximum data value) per millisecond. This is usually not very
significant since most algorithms only store intermediate results
for a very short time (a few clock cycles), however, sometimes
it might be necessary to provide longer term storage. For this
purpose, APE registers can be used as dynamic digital memories. We have developed software routines for pixel-parallel
analog–digital (A/D) conversion, digital–analog (D/A) conversion, and memory refreshing [14]. A measured characteristic
of the 5-bit A/D conversion executed in the APE is shown in
Fig. 11. The A/D conversion is based on a ramp algorithm comparing the analog values with increasing input levels. An image

Each APE executes up to 2.5 MIPS (million instructions per
second), which yields a peak performance of over 1100 MIPS
per 21 21 chip. Peak power dissipation is below 40 mW per
chip (with 3.3-V analog and 5-V digital power supply voltages).
However, as there is no dc current in an idle APE, power dissipation is much reduced when the time of processing is short compared with the frame rate. So, for example, while performing
real-time edge detection at a frame rate of 25 frames/s we obtain
power dissipation of 13 nW per APE. This means that the power
dissipation figure for our chip can be lower than it is for many
application-specific analog vision chips working in continuous
m
m
time. At the same time, the APE area of
is not much larger than the pixel area of many special purpose
vision chips, which implement algorithms in hardware [3], [4].
As compared with other programmable SIMD vision chips, the
SCAMP approach outperforms the digital SIMD vision chip described in [7], which performs edge detection and smoothing in
5.6 and 7.7 s, respectively, (using 4-bit numbers and simplified
4-neighbor templates only) while the power dissipation is 27
times larger than that of our chip. Although the bit-serial digital
processing elements effectively contain less memory (25-bits)
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TABLE II
MAIN PARAMETERS OF THE SCAMP CHIP

than the APE, the equivalent cell area (
m
m in
0.35- m CMOS) is over six times larger than that of the APE.
Further comparisons can be made, and it is worth noting that
single-bit digital SIMD vision chips with limited memory [5],
[6] can achieve smaller cell area. However, they are not as versatile as the SCAMP chip and can mainly be used for simple
transformations of binary images. The latest CNN-UM vision
chip [11], on the other hand, can process grayscale images and
is particularly efficient at executing CNN-type algorithms. Yet
m
m in 0.35- m CMOS and
its equivalent cell area of
per cell are still somewhat higher
power dissipation of 150
than these of the APE.

[5] J. E. Eklund, C. Svensson, and A. Åström, “VLSI implementation of
a focal plane image processor—a realization of the near-sensor image
processing concept,” IEEE Trans. Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI)
Syst., vol. 4, no. 3, pp. 322–335, Sep. 1996.
[6] F. Paillet, D. Mercier, and T. M. Bernard, “Making the most of 15k
silicon area for a digital retina,” in Proc. SPIE, vol. 3410, 1998, pp.
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[7] M. Ishikawa, K. Ogawa, T. Komuro, and I. Ishii, “A CMOS vision chip
with SIMD processing element array for 1 ms image processing,” in
Proc. Int. Solid State Circuits Conf., 1999, Paper No. TP 12.2.
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VI. CONCLUSION
A general purpose programmable vision chip that allows realtime focal plane processing of grayscale images has been presented. The SCAMP chip is an SIMD processor array with an
analog data-path. It attempts to combine, in the most efficient
way, the flexibility of a software-programmable digital computer and high processing speed, low power dissipation and
small cell area that can be achieved using analog circuits. A prototype 21 21 chip has been fabricated, and is fully functional.
The main parameters of the chip are summarized in Table II.
The proposed architecture is scalable and even quite large arrays may be integrated onto a single silicon die using contemporary CMOS technologies. Based on the present design it is
estimated that a 256 256 array fabricated in a 0.18- m technology would measure 76 mm and perform 500 GIPS while
dissipating 2 W of power.
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